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Associations
Graduate Education and Graduate 
Student Affairs
By: Lisa C. O. Brandes, Yale University ( retired) 
lisaco.brandes@gmail.com ( all reviews are my own)

BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON PURPOSE OF AND  
TRENDS IN GRADUATE EDUCATION

Listed in chronological order:

Smith, A. ( 1776). An inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations. W. 
Strahan and T. Cadell.

The laws of supply and demand, as they govern scholars and faculty: “ That unprosperous 
race of men commonly called men of letters….have generally, therefore, been educated at 
the public expence, and their numbers are  every-  where so great as commonly to reduce the 
price of their labour to a very paultry recompence” ( Book 1, Ch. X, Part II).

Newman, J. H. ( 1852). The idea of a university defined and illustrated. https:// www.
newmanreader.org/ works/ idea/

Anglican, then Roman Catholic priest and theologian who argued for university learn-
ing for learning’s sake, “  knowledge its own end” rather than training for a profession, 
also discusses the role of Christian religion in higher education. Also separates the faculty 
member’s skill of teaching vs. research, a dichotomy discussed and debated over the past 
two centuries.

James, W. ( 1903, March). The PhD Octopus. Harvard Monthly. https:// www.
uky.edu/~eushe2/ Pajares/ octopus.html

The noted philosopher decries the increasing hold of “ the PhD Octopus” on American 
academic life, overvaluing the “ three magic letters” of PhD in making faculty appointments 
over any demonstration of teaching ability. Reasons cited are the relative youth and insecu-
rity of graduate schools and the sham vanity marketing of a college’s distinguished faculty.
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Strothmann, F. W. ( 1955). The graduate school, today and tomorrow; reflections for 
the profession’s consideration. Committee of Fifteen. Retrieved from HathiTrust.

The committee emphasizes the division of research scholarship vs. teaching. Facing what 
they saw as a future undersupply of PhDs in all areas of society, this committee of 15 lead-
ing scholars suggested radically transforming the PhD to be no more than three years in 
residence and to form the  scholar-  teacher in the social sciences and humanities.

Ness, F. ( Ed.). ( 1960). A guide to graduate study: Programs leading to the Ph.D. degree 
( 2nd ed.). American Council of Education.

One of the earliest guides to graduate study and selecting PhD programs for prospective 
students. The publication of the guide in 1957 and a 2nd edition in 1960 was designed to en-
courage more students to apply to and attend graduate school. The 1960 Preface begins with 
the assertion of a shortage of PhDs: “ The supply of college graduates who continue their formal 
academic preparation for careers in the learned professions is failing to meet the demands of 
industry, government, and higher education. Evidence of this fact is found on every hand … 
In the field of college teaching, even our most conservative statisticians are predicting short-
ages which, within a decade, may well attain critical proportions” ( p. vii).

Berelson, B. ( 1960). Graduate education in the United States.  McGraw-  Hill.
Berelson, B. ( 1961, January). The criticisms of graduate education. The Library 
Quarterly: Information, Community, Policy, 31,  45–  49.

This book and short article provide a comprehensive historical and systematic overview 
of U.S. graduate education, especially doctoral programs, with data, analyses, and recom-
mendations. The author notes that longstanding criticisms of graduate education over the 
past 100 years are still relevant and discusses eight critical propositions. Despite such seem-
ingly intractable issues, Berelson argues that US graduate schools hold “ a critical position 
in the life of the mind of this country as the primary home of the American scholar,” which 
has “  brought American research and scholarship to a position of world leadership” (  p. 58).

Caplow, T., & McGee, R. J. ( 1961). The academic marketplace. Routledge.
Sociological study of the academic labor market and conditions of hiring, employment, 

and promotions for faculty members. In the early 1960s faculty hiring boom times, the au-
thors recommended moving from a personalized hiring model based on prestige and compat-
ibility to a more open, regularized labor market valuing teaching ability and other skills.

Kerr, C. ( 1963). The uses of the university. Harvard University Press.
Former President of UC Berkeley; describes as “ unfaculty” the graduate students, post-

docs, researchers, and contingent faculty and staff who contribute to the research enterprise 
of  full-  time University faculty ( p  p.  65–  67).

Katz, J., & Hartnett, R. T. ( Eds.). ( 1976). Scholars in the making: The development 
of graduate and professional students. Ballinger.
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Katz, J.,  & Hartnett, R. T. ( 1977,  November-  December). The education of 
graduate students. The Journal of Higher Education, 48( 6),  646–  664. https:// 
www.jstor.org/ stable/ 1979010

Edited volume and article examine graduate education as a psychological, social, and 
emotional process; studies the graduate student and the interrelation of emotional and 
intellectual factors, with recommendations.

Smelser, N. J., & Content, R. ( 1980). The changing academic market: General trends 
and a Berkeley case study. University of California Press.

Labor market disequilibrium model of graduate education where, as in Caplow and 
McGee, prestige is valued more than demonstrated accomplishment. A look inside a Berkeley 
hiring committee as it tries to go beyond the still dominant informal  word-    of-  mouth network 
to find more diverse candidates: “ It is a striking instance of the ‘ cobweb effect,’ in which the 
investment industry is always out of equilibrium with the industry it supplies” (  p. 34); “ By 
1973, it was generally evident that the imbalances between supply and demand [for PhD 
academics] were extremely serious, and that, given  long-  term  birth-  rates and demographic 
trends, were likely to continue for several decades to come” (  p. 36).

Bowen, W. G., & Sosa, J. A. ( 1989). Prospects for faculty in the arts and sciences: A 
study of factors affecting demand and supply, 1987 to 2012. Princeton University Press.

Predicted strong demand for future faculty in the 1990s and the 2000s, especially 
in the humanities. The widely cited study may have fostered increases in graduate school 
enrollments and rosy job expectations for PhDs. Their predictions did not foresee the future 
crises in academic labor markets, adjunctification, and state funding retrenchment.

Fiske, E. B. ( 1989, September 13). Shortages predicted in ‘ 90s in humanities. 
The New York Times.

Helped popularize the view that more PhDs would be needed for plentiful jobs in future, 
which turned out not to be true.

Atkinson, R. ( 1990, April 27). Supply and demand for scientists and engineers: 
A crisis in the making. Science, 248,  425–  432. https:// science.sciencemag.org/ 
content/ sci/ 248/ 4954/ 425.full.pdf

Similar to Bowen and Sosa, who are cited in the text, but focuses on STEM students, 
predicting a shortfall and calling for ramping up of production at all levels, especially 
PhD: “ That shortfall could translate into an annual  supply-  demand gap of several thou-
sand scientists and engineers at the Ph.D. level, with the shortage persisting well into the 
21st century. Serious shortfalls are also projected for Ph.D.’s in the humanities and social 
sciences … This projection suggests that the shortage of Ph.D.’s will become evident in 
about 6 years” (  p. 429).

Boyer, E. ( 1990). Scholarship reconsidered: Priorities of the professoriate. Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.  Jossey-  Bass.
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Landmark study arguing that the work of the professoriate has four distinct yet over-
lapping scholarly functions: the scholarship of discovery, the scholarship of integration, the 
scholarship of application, and the scholarship of teaching. Colleges and universities should 
value the “ scholarship of teaching” as equal to traditional basic research, the scholarship 
of discovery.  Chapter 6, “ A New Generation of Scholars,” discusses graduate education and 
graduate students, wherein Boyer strongly recommends specific pedagogical training for 
graduate teaching assistants ( TAs). These arguments added to nascent U.S. TA training 
initiatives and Preparing Future Faculty ( PFF) projects which followed, and later with 
faculty teaching initiatives and the growth of university teaching and learning centers.

Rosovsky, H. ( 1990). The university: An owner’s manual. W. W. Norton and Co.
As a former Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Harvard University, Rosovsky 

provides a general overview of university structure, function, and people for its “ owners,” 
namely faculty, administrators, students, funders, government agencies, general public, 
employers, and other stakeholders. Mentions graduate students and their concerns many 
times, including TA training, job prospects or lack thereof, professional training, differences 
from undergraduates, and diversity.

Pelikan, J. ( 1992). The idea of the university: A reexamination. Yale University Press.
The historian and former Yale Graduate School Dean enters the ongoing debate on the 

“ crisis in higher education” with a contemporary reevaluation of Newman’s ( 1852) views on 
the university, the supposed scholar vs. teacher divide, and prospects for reform on varied 
topics like social responsibility and lifelong learning.

Bowen, W. G., & Rudenstine, N. L. ( 1992). In pursuit of the Ph.D. Princeton 
University Press.

Research study using data from 1962 to 1986 sampled from ten elite universities, de-
scribing completion rates, time to degree ( TTD), program scale, and career outcomes across 
six PhD disciplines; investigated funding sources, including teaching assistantships and 
fellowships as they relate to completion. Finds lengthy TTD of 13.4 years for English, His-
tory, and Political Science PhDs and 8.4 years for Math and Physics. Offers structural and 
administrative recommendations for improving overall organization, accountability, and 
functioning in graduate education at the department and school level.

McCloskey, D. N. ( 1993). In pursuit of the PhD: A review essay. Economics  
of Education Review, 12( 4),  359–  365. https:// www.sciencedirect.com/ science/ 
 article/ pii/ 027277579390069S

Highly critical review of Bowen and Rudenstine, faulting them for sampling only a few 
elite institutions and for poor economic analyses of opportunity costs for graduate students. 
Disagrees with their recommendations for bureaucratic reorganization favoring elite insti-
tutions and certain fields, instead argues for wholesale overhaul of graduate education at 
all levels, programs, and institutions.
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Graham, H. D., & Diamond, N. ( 1997). The rise of American research universities: 
Elites and challengers in the postwar era. Johns Hopkins University Press.

Extensive history of research universities as measured by faculty research productivity in-
stead of reputation. While graduate students and graduate education are central to research 
production, this lengthy history spends only  4–  5 pages on grad students, mainly noting 
oversupply of PhDs and program overexpansion at less elite levels.

Anderson, M. S. ( 1998). The experience of being in graduate school: An explo-
ration. New Directions for Higher Education, 101.  Jossey-  Bass.

One of the earliest New Directions for Higher Education volumes on graduate education, 
from the student’s perspective rather than school or national viewpoint; contrasts graduate 
student issues against  well-  studied undergraduate higher education landscape.

Lovitts, B. E., & Nelson, C. ( 2000,  November-  December). The hidden crisis 
in graduate education: Attrition from Ph.D. programs. Academe, 86( 6),  44–  50. 
https:// eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ618323
Lovitts, B. E. ( 2001). Leaving the ivory tower: The causes and consequences of departure 
from doctoral study. Rowman & Littlefield.

Article and book on comparative  cross-  institutional research on attrition and persistence 
in U.S. doctoral study which is as high as 50% in some programs; notes fundamental at-
tribution error or correspondence bias in reasons why grad students are said to leave: faculty 
and graduate programs attribute attrition or  non-  completion to the student, especially weak 
academic work; students, however, identify a host of factors impeding their completion, in-
cluding poor mentoring, financial and familial stress, and lack of social connections, which 
can be ameliorated through program change and student support.

Weidman, J. C., Twale, D. J.,  & Stein, E. L. ( 2001). Socialization of grad-
uate and professional students in higher education: A perilous passage? 
 ASHE-  ERIC Higher Education Report, 28( 3). https:// doi.org/ 10.1002/  1536- 
  0709( 2001) 28:3<1:: AID-  AEHE2803>3.0.CO; 2-  M

Drawing on adult socialization, role acquisition, and career development theories, fo-
cuses on the socialization process for the discipline and faculty profession as necessary to 
success as graduate students and later as researchers; affirms the importance of social con-
nections among students and faculty in an academic department or discipline. The narrow 
disciplinary socialization focus may limit students with multiple roles and identities and 
privileges the faculty research profession as the main career goal.

Nettles, M. T., & Millett, C. M. ( 2006). Three magic letters: Getting to PhD. Johns 
Hopkins University Press.

Data analysis of survey of over 9,000 graduate students from top 21 PhD-  granting institu-
tions; found factors like adequate institutional funding and engaged and accessible faculty men-
tors were critical to student degree progress, with significant variations by demographic groups.
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Maki, P. L., & Borkowski, N. A. ( Eds.) ( 2006). The assessment of doctoral educa-
tion: Emerging criteria and new models for improving outcomes. Stylus.

Advances and outlines new methods for assessing the effectiveness and success of doctoral 
programs; includes chapter by C. M. Golde, L. Jones, A. Conklin Bueschel, and G. E. 
Walker on the Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate ( see  this appendix, p. 241).

Hyun, J. K., Quinn, B. C., Madon, T., & Lustig, S. ( 2006,  May-  June). Gradu-
ate student mental health: Needs assessment and utilization of counseling ser-
vices ( EJ743920). Journal of College Student Development, 47( 3)  247–  266. ERIC. 
https:// eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ743920

One of the earliest surveys and data analyses of graduate student mental health, finding 
that over half of respondents reported having an emotional or  stress-  related problem in the 
past year. Recommendations include prioritizing mental health awareness and education, 
rethinking the pedagogy of grad education by emphasizing mentoring, and building link-
ages for grad student social and administrative support to fight isolation. Part of the widely 
cited UC system student mental health studies and reports which resulted in new services.

International Journal of Doctoral Studies ( IJDS). (  2006-  ). https:// www. 
informingscience.org/ Journals/ IJDS/ Overview

Annual edited volume beginning in 2006 with diverse and international authors 
and subjects: “ The International Journal of Doctoral Studies ( IJDS) is an international 
journal that publishes scholarly articles on issues in doctoral studies using the Informing 
Science framework. The journal publishes conceptual, theoretical and empirical papers.” 
( https:// www.informingscience.org/ Journals/ IJDS/ Overview)

Benton, T. H. ( 2009, January 30). Graduate school in the humanities: 
Just don’t go. The Chronicle of Higher Education. http:// www.chronicle.
com/ article/  Graduate-    School-    in-  the/ 44846

 Post-  2008 financial crisis piece on ongoing humanities crises in availability of jobs in 
academia: “ The reality is that less than half of all doctorate  holders—  after nearly a decade 
of preparation, on  average—  will ever find  tenure-  track positions.”

Deresiewicz, W. ( 2011, May 23). Faulty towers: The crisis in higher education. 
The Nation. https:// www.thenation.com/ article/  faulty-    towers-    crisis-    higher-  
 education/

Focus on collapsing academic job market in relation to larger U.S. economy: “ The exploita-
tion of contingent labor, a shrinking middle class, administrative elephantiasis: the turmoil in 
academia is a microcosm of American society as a whole.”

Palmer, R. T., Hilton, A. A., & Fountaine, T. P. ( Eds.) ( 2012). Black graduate ed-
ucation at Historically Black Colleges and Universities: Trends, experiences, and outcomes. 
Information Age Publishing.
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Examines “ the historical nature of graduate education at HBCUs and the programs’ im-
pact on society” (  p. 3). Addresses student experience, engagement, socialization, outcomes, 
persistence, and alumni giving.

Bérubé, M. ( 2013). 2013 Presidential address [address delivered at the 2013 Mod-
ern Language Association annual convention in Boston]. https:// www.mla.
org/ Convention/  Convention-  History/  MLA-    Presidential-  Addresses/  2011-    15-  
  Presidential-  Addresses/  2013-    Presidential-  Address

As the president of the Modern Language Association, Bérubé declared there was a crisis 
in the humanities, especially in graduate programs, with attrition, long time to degree, 
poor faculty job prospects for graduates, the majority of faculty positions now being nonten-
ure track, and the rise of  alt-  ac jobs.

Cassuto, L. ( 2013, July 1). Ph.D. attrition: How much is too much? The Chroni-
cle of Higher Education. http:// www.chronicle.com/ article/  PhD-    Attrition-    How- 
    Much-  Is/ 140045/

Discusses the issue of 50% or more doctoral attrition or  non-  completion citing Lovitts 
( 2001); argues that faculty and PhD programs need to review the varied reasons for at-
trition and try to limit  later-  year attrition, especially in humanities: “ Not all graduate 
students will stay the doctoral course, but more of them  should—  and when half do not, 
it’s our fault.”

Turley, N. ( 2013, October 7). Mental health issues among graduate students. 
Gradhacker [blog], Inside Higher Education. https:// www.insidehighered.
com/ blogs/ gradhacker/  mental-    health-    issues-    among-    graduate-  students

Notes high levels of anxiety, stress, and mental health issues among grad students; 
argues that graduate departments need to openly acknowledge the issues, provide training 
on mental health issues to academic advisors, and offer mindfulness and yoga practice to 
students.

Weissman, J. ( 2014, March 26).  Loan-  ageddon!: Graduate students are the new 
face of student debt. But is it a crisis? Slate. http:// www.slate.com/ articles/ 
business/ moneybox/ 2014/ 03/ graduate_school_debt_is_it_a_crisis.html

Describes recent student loan and debt crisis as mainly driven by huge increases in debt 
among G&Ps, who make up 15% of students but now take out  one-  third of all debt. Argues 
that grad students with future high incomes or in  income-  based repayment programs may be 
less likely to default, and that federal policy fuels G&P debt growth.

Mason, M. A., Wolfinger, N. H., & Goulden, M. ( 2013). Do babies matter? Gender 
and family in the ivory tower. Rutgers University Press.
Mason, M. A. ( 2013, August 5). The baby penalty. The Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion. https:// www.chronicle.com/ article/  the-    baby-  penalty/
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Mason, while Dean of Graduate Education at UC Berkeley, led the first major study 
of U.S. academic life and family formation, for men and women, with data from gradu-
ate school through retirement; demonstrates that academic progress and parenthood are 
interrelated, with family formation negatively impacting women scholars, but not men in 
the U.S., limiting women’s ability to pursue academic and research careers and creating a 
leaky pipeline. Mason regularly advocated for major academic and social policy changes to 
enhance gender equality, reduce discrimination, and enable parenting in universities and 
research settings. Many U.S. doctoral institutions, the NSF, and the NIH began programs 
for improved PhD student parental support, paid time off, and family funding, most likely 
as a result of Mason’s research and advocacy.

American Bar Association Task Force on the Future of Legal Education ( 2014, 
January). Report and recommendations: American Bar Association task force on the 
future of legal education. https:// www.americanbar.org/ content/ dam/ aba/ 
administrative/ professional_responsibility/ report_and_recommendations_
of_aba_task_force.authcheckdam.pdf

After major law school disruptions with graduates’ dismal legal job placements and 
plummeting admissions, the Task Force made recommendations to improve law schools and 
especially student services: “ The Task Force concludes that the accreditation system would 
better serve the public interest by enabling more heterogeneity in law schools and by en-
couraging more attention to services, outcomes, and value delivered to law students” (  p. 2).

Cassuto, L. ( 2015). The graduate school mess: What caused it and how we can fix it. 
Harvard University Press.

Addressed to faculty and administrators of doctoral programs; focus on limited prepara-
tion for certain faculty jobs now in short supply. Calls for changes, including prioritizing 
career diversity and putting student needs first: “ The question shouldn’t be how many Ph.Ds. 
we produce but whether they’re happy or unhappy. When we teach Ph.Ds. to be satisfied 
only with professors’ jobs, we are, quite simply, teaching them to be unhappy” (  p. 237).

Bureau of Labor Statistics. ( 2015, May). STEM crisis or STEM surplus? Yes and 
yes. Monthly Labor Review. https:// www.bls.gov/ opub/ mlr/ 2015/ article/  stem-  
  crisis-    or-    stem-    surplus-    yes-    and-  yes.htm

States that “ The academic sector is generally oversupplied, while the government sector 
and private industry have shortages in specific areas.”

Horn, M. ( 2016, March 17). Disruption looms for law schools. Forbes. https:// 
www.forbes.com/ sites/ michaelhorn/ 2016/ 03/ 17/  disruption-    looms-    for-    law- 
 schools/#4d535e1f3a3c

Describes  15-  year low in law school enrollments, with jobs crisis for graduates and large and 
growing debt burdens, $140,000 on average: “ Law schools represent the canary in the coal mine 
for the rest of higher education, as they face perhaps the clearest and most imminent threat.”
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McKenna, L. ( 2016, April 21). The  ever-  tightening job market for Ph.Ds. Why 
do so many people continue to pursue doctorates? The Atlantic. https:// www.
theatlantic.com/ education/ archive/ 2016/ 04/  bad-    job-    market-  phds/ 479205/

Reviews  well-  known data from NSF on lengthy time to degree, poor academic job mar-
kets, and rising student debt, then wonders why it hasn’t hindered recent growth in grad-
uate admissions, noting law school admissions plummeted when legal job markets tanked 
earlier in the decade: “ Is it because academia is a cult that makes otherwise sane people 
believe that there is no life outside of the university? Are graduate programs failing to inform 
their students about the realities of the job market? There are no answers to those questions 
in the charts and graphs from the NSF.”

Patterson, T. ( 2016, July). Why do so many graduate students quit? 
Universities themselves may be contributing to burnout. The Atlantic. 
https:// www.theatlantic.com/ education/ archive/ 2016/ 07/  why-    do-    so-    many-  
  graduate-    students-  quit/ 490094/

Individual examples from students and faculty to discuss how institutions themselves 
may be causing attrition. Broad overview of issues includes mental health, poor mentoring, 
isolation, academic politics, and lack of firm career options. Provides some suggestions like 
multiple mentoring models.

Posselt, J. R. ( 2016). Inside graduate admissions: Merit, diversity, and faculty gatekeep-
ing. Harvard University Press.

Study of doctoral admissions committees that recommends holistic review in graduate admis-
sions to challenge implicit biases, increase transparency, and lead to more equitable outcomes.

Bartram, E. ( 2018). The sublimated grief of the left behind. [Essay]. Retrieved 
from http:// erinbartram.com/ uncategorized/  the-    sublimated-    grief-    of-    the-  
  left-  behind/

A visiting assistant professor’s widely read and discussed quit lit essay on finally giving 
up on an academic career; blames a broken system, asks not to see those “  left behind” as 
failures, and not for pity but collective grieving: “ I just wonder what would happen if we, as 
a community, stopped saying ‘  he’s gone to a better place,’ bringing a casserole, and moving 
on. What would happen if we acknowledged the losses our discipline suffers every year? 
What would happen if we actually grieved for those losses?”

Shreve, G. ( 2018, April 4.) Quit lit then and now. Inside Higher Education. Retrieved 
from https:// www.insidehighered.com/ views/ 2018/ 04/ 04/  comparison-    quit-    lit- 
    1970s-    and-    today-  opinion

Overview of academic quit lit of the 1970s and 2010s, where PhD share their stories of 
leaving academia; Shreve finds more recent essays focus on expressions of feeling and emo-
tion and more collective grief; while valuable, author wonders if shared grief is enough to 
create the change needed to fix the problem.
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Cassuto, L., & Weisbuch, R. ( 2021). The new PhD: How to build a better graduate 
education. Johns Hopkins University Press.

Describes failed prior reforms in graduate education; argues that PhD programs need to 
prepare graduates for a wide range of careers, especially those outside the university; looks 
at the growth of more  student-  centered, career diverse graduate education practices for “ a 
more humane and socially dynamic PhD experience” ( inside cover, front matter).  Chapter 1 
includes a chronological list of graduate education reform efforts.

LITERATURE ON GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL 
STUDENT AFFAIRS AND STUDENT SERVICES

Listed in chronological order:

Barr, M. J., & Others ( Eds.). ( 1993). The handbook of student affairs administration. 
 Jossey-  Bass.

Comprehensive edited handbooks survey the field with chapters on operational and mana-
gerial issues for many functional student affairs areas; used as a textbook in higher education 
graduate preparation program courses. This 1993 edition, the first edition, focuses implicitly 
on undergraduates as students. This handbook does not explicitly mention G&P students or 
services, and only discusses doctoral study in student affairs in the chapter on “ Advancing pro-
fessionally through graduate education.” Later editions of the handbook, like McClellan and 
Stringer ( 2016), the 4th edition, reflect a growing awareness within NASPA and among practi-
tioners of a diverse range of students, their identities, and their issues, including G&P students.

 Pruitt-  Logan, A. S., & Isaac, P. D. ( Eds.) ( 1995, Winter). Student services for 
the changing graduate student population. New Directions for Student Services, 42. 
 Jossey-  Bass.

First major monograph to describe basic G&P student services: advising, counseling, 
housing, career needs; opening chapter describes the daily life of a graduate student for 
those unfamiliar with its challenges; for administrators and faculty and some practitioners, 
with chapter authors mainly from faculty and the Council of Graduate Schools.

American College Personnel Association ( ACPA),  & National Association of 
Student Personnel Administrators ( NASPA). ( 2004). Learning reconsidered: A 
 campus-  wide focus on the student experience. NASPA/ ACPA. https:// www.naspa.org/ 
book/  learning-    reconsidered-    a-    campus-    wide-    focus-    on-    the-    student-  experience

Joint monograph on student learning lists G&P students as a group needing special atten-
tion and services, perhaps for the first time in a national student affairs association publication.

Guentzel, M. J., & Nesheim, B. E. ( Eds.) ( 2006, Fall). Supporting graduate & 
professional students: The role of student affairs. New Directions in Student Services. 
 Jossey-  Bass.
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The second New Directions in Student Services G&P volume with chapters on general 
services, balance, student development, professional programs, career services, and graduate 
student centers, for practitioners and SA divisions.

Tokuno, K. A. ( Ed). ( 2008). Graduate students in transition: Assisting students 
through the first year. National Resource Center for the  First-  Year Experience and 
Students in Transition. University of South Carolina.

First and only  multi-  chapter guide to graduate student orientation and transitions.

Brandes, L., & O’Dair, K. ( 2009, Spring). Broadening the reach of student af-
fairs: Graduate and professional student services. Leadership Exchange. National 
Association of Student Personnel Administrators ( NASPA).  24–  27.

Article calls leaders’ attention to the G&P experience, issues of building community, hot 
topics, and sample programs for student affairs; for SSAOs/ VPSA, student affairs divisions, 
and grad school deans.

Mastroieni, A. ( 2014). Fundraising from doctoral alumni: Going beyond the 
bachelor’s. In N. Drezner ( Ed.), Expanding the donor base in higher education: Engag-
ing  non-  traditional donors ( p  p.  87–  101). Routledge.

Based on her doctoral research, Mastroieni’s chapter is one of the few examinations of 
graduate student alumni as potential donors, countering the widespread belief that alumni 
will only donate to their undergraduate alma mater. Argues for targeted fundraising ap-
proach for doctoral alumni with specific appeals, training for fundraisers, improved com-
munications and activities, and expectations of alumni engagement and stewardship.

Felder, P. P., & St. John, E. P. ( Eds.) ( 2014). Supporting graduate students in the 21st 
century: Implications for policy and practice. AMS press.

Edited volume on diversity, equity, and inclusion using critical race theory and related 
lenses; chapter topics include funding, supporting African American, Latinx, and LGBTQ 
students, graduate student centers, mentorship, and socialization.

Jones, S. R., & Lightsey, P. ( Eds.). ( 2021). Transforming service: Reflections of student 
services personnel in theological education. Association of Theological Schools ( ATS).

A handbook for new and seasoned student services personnel in theological schools.

SELECTED REPORTS, PROJECTS, AND CONFERENCE 
PROCEEDINGS ON GRADUATE EDUCATION

Listed in chronological order:

National Science Foundation. ( NSF). (  1957-  present). Survey of Earned Doctorates. 
https:// www.nsf.gov/ statistics/ srvydoctorates/

Annual report and analysis of doctoral degree recipient trends, including demographics 
and diversity, career plans, numbers of degrees, analyses, and more.
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Preparing Future Faculty ( PFF) Program. (  1993-  present). https://  preparing- 
 faculty.org/

An initial partnership between the Council of Graduate Schools and the American Asso-
ciation of Colleges and Universities to prepare PhDs for varied kinds of existing faculty jobs, 
not only for jobs at research universities. Initial programs from 1993 to 2003 had grant 
funding; now PFF is a model with no funding.

Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences, and National Academy of 
Engineering. ( 1995). Reshaping the graduate education of scientists and engineers. The 
National Academies Press. https:// doi.org/ 10.17226/ 4935.

One of the first U.S. National reports on the STEM graduate education system and on 
students themselves: “ Recommendations are aimed at creating a new PhD that would retain 
the existing strengths of the current system while substantially increasing the information 
available, the potential versatility of students, and the career options afforded to them by 
their PhD education” (  front matter).

Millar, T. S., Mason, S. A., Gunter, R. L., & Millar, S. B. ( 1998, June  29–  30). 
Synthesis of the Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology Graduate Education 
Forum ( ED472039). [Workshop Report]. National Institute for Science Edu-
cation, University of Madison, Wisconsin Graduate School, National Science 
Foundation. ERIC. http:// files.eric.ed.gov/ fulltext/ ED472039.pdf

C. Golde organized the  two-  day workshop; L. Brandes and many others presented inno-
vations in teacher training, career services, diversity, and graduate student life.

Nyquist, J., & Others. (  1999–  2000).  Re-  envisioning the PhD Project [Conference 
and Promising Practices Report]. University of Washington. https:// depts.
washington.edu/ envision/ about/ project_background.html

A $515,000 project funded by The Pew Charitable Trusts posed the challenging ques-
tion: “ How can we  re-  envision the Ph.D. to meet the needs of the society of the 21st 
Century?”

Report showcases a range of services and initiatives, including Teaching Assistant train-
ing, graduate career services, and graduate student life.

Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation [Renamed Institute for Citi-
zens & Scholars, 2020]. ( 2005, September 1). The responsive Ph.D.: Innovations in U.S. 
doctoral education. https:// woodrow.org/ news/ publications/  responsive-  phd/

Report on a  five-  year project working with 20 major U.S. public and private research 
universities; findings and recommendations for improvements in the PhD, emphasizing 
interdisciplinarity, preparation for a range of careers, enhanced recruitment/ retention 
of doctoral students of color, and connections to societal goals. Innovations Report 
offers a wide range of promising practices and innovations from 20 participating  
schools.
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Golde, C., & Dore, T. M. ( 2001, January). At cross purposes: What the experiences of 
today’s doctoral students reveal about doctoral education. [Report.] The Pew Charita-
ble Trusts. http:// www. phd-  survey.org

The survey and report show that what PhD students say they want during their graduate 
education and as career outcomes are at  cross-  purposes with the faculty expectations for 
student careers; argues for more  student-  centered and  career-  diverse models in graduate 
education, emphasizing the radical student centeredness of the 1995 COSEPUP and the 
1998 NSF Workshop, which Golde organized.

Walker, G., Golde, C., Jones, L., & Conklin Bueschel, A. ( Senior Staff). Car-
negie Initiative on the Doctorate ( CID). (  2003–  2008). http:// archive.carneg-
iefoundation.org/ professional_graduate_education/ cid.html

This project examined PhDs as stewards of their academic disciplines; two publications 
resulted ( 2006, 2008, see below): “ The Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate ( CID) was 
a five year action and research project that worked with  doctoral-  granting departments 
committed to restructuring their programs to better prepare graduates. Six disciplines were 
included: chemistry, education, English, history, mathematics and neuroscience.”

Golde, C. M., & Walker, G. E. ( 2006). Envisioning the future of doctoral education: 
Preparing stewards of the  discipline—  Carnegie essays on the doctorate.  Jossey-  Bass.

Dimsdale, J.,  & Young, M.,  Co-  Chairs, and University of California Stu-
dent Mental Health Committee. ( 2006, September). [Final report]. Report of 
the University of California student mental health committee. University of Califor-
nia Office of the President. https:// www.ucop.edu/  student-    mental-    health- 
 resources/ about/  smh-    rpt-  -  -    fullrpt-  only.pdf.

University of California ( UC)  system-  wide report noted high levels of student stress, depres-
sion and suicide ideation; resulted in fee and spending increases for new programs targeted at 
mental health and wellness; in particular, found that for graduate students, “  43–  45% reported 
mental/ stress problems or needing help, but only  25–  31% sought  mental health services.”

Walker, G. E., Golde, C. M., Jones, L., Conklin Bueschel, A., & Hutchings, 
P. ( 2008). The formation of scholars: Rethinking doctoral education for the  twenty-  first 
century.  Jossey-  Bass.

Delisle, J. ( 2014, March). The graduate student debt review: The state of gradu-
ate student borrowing. [Policy Brief: New America Education Policy Program.] 
New America. https:// static.newamerica.org/ attachments/  750-    the-    graduate-  
  student-    debt-  review/  GradStudentDebtReview-    Delisle-  Final.pdf

Shows growth of debt across various master’s and professional degrees and suggests that 
federal policy and institutional actions made degrees more expensive over the past decade: 
“…debt for graduate students in a range of master’s and professional degree programs 
accounts for some of the most dramatic increases in student borrowing between 2004 and 
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2012. Moreover, this trend is not limited to what many already know are  high-  cost creden-
tials, like those in medicine and law” (  p. 1).

Hoo, K. A., & Windchief, S. ( Eds.) ( 2019, Fall). Indigenous communities and 
access to graduate degrees in STEM. New Directions for Higher Education, 2019 
( 187). https:// doi.org/ 10.1002/ he.20331

Details the activities of the Pacific Northwest Circle of Success: Mentoring Opportunities 
in STEM (  PNW-  COSMOS) Alliance: “ Although this volume focuses on AI/ AN graduate 
students in STEM fields, it is meant to provide critical context that may be applied to other 
minority students in similar or different institutional settings,” emphasizing applicability 
for faculty and administrators “ who are interested in not only diversifying their student 
bodies but also in students’ persistence to degree completion success” (  p. 5).

SELECTED DISCIPLINARY ASSOCIATIONS AND GROUPS

Listed in alphabetical order:

Associations for many academic fields and types of G&P schools. All groups gen-
erally offer national and/ or regional conferences or meetings, websites, news, 
publications, and webinars. Many general associations have formal or informal 
networking groups to encourage sharing among practitioners who serve G&P 
students; if not, new G&P networks might be created by interested practitioners.

American Association of Colleges of Nursing ( AACN) https:// www.aacnnurs 
ing.org/

No specific AACN student affairs network; Organizational Leadership Network ( OLN) 
for associate & assistant deans may be relevant.

American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy ( AACP), Student Services SIG 
https:// www.aacp.org/ Student services personnel SIG and resources for admissions and stu-
dent affairs staff online: https:// www.aacp.org/ resource/  student-    affairs-  personnel

American Dental Education Association ( ADEA), Section for Student Affairs 
and Financial Aid https:// www.adea.org/ about_adea/ SectionsSIGs/ ADEA_ 
Sections.aspx

Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) https:// www.aamc.org/

• AAMC Group on Student Affairs ( GSA) https:// www.aamc.org/ -
professional-  development/  affinity-  groups/ gsa for admissions, student affairs, 
diversity, financial assistance, and records

• AAMC GREAT Group ( Group on Research, Education and Training) 
https:// www.aamc.org/  professional-  development/  affinity-  groups/ great for 
faculty and administrators of biomedical PhD,  MD-  PhD, and postdoctoral programs.
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Association of Professional Schools of International Affairs ( APSIA) https:// 
apsia.org/

Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health ( ASPPH) https:// www.
aspph.org/

Association of Theological Schools ( ATS) of the United States and Canada 
http:// ats.org

Student Personnel Administrators Network ( SPAN), published first ever handbook, 
Transforming Service: Reflections of Student Services Personnel in Theolog-
ical Education, March 2021. https:// www.ats.edu/ resources/ administrators/ 
  student-    personnel-  administrators

Business Schools:

• Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) https:// 
www.aacsb.edu/—  global network of business schools; focused mainly on deans and 
accreditation.

• Graduate Management Admissions Council ( GMAC) https:// www.gmac.
com/  professional-    development-    and-  careers/  pd-    opportunities—  business 
school group with events and networking for professionals to discuss and share student 
affairs issues.

• Graduate Business Student Services Association ( GBSSA) http:// gbssa.org

Canadian Association for Graduate Studies ( CAGS)/ Association Canadienne 
pour les études supérieures ( ACES) https:// cags.ca/ Canadian Graduate School 
Association.

Council of Graduate Schools (  CGS-  US) www.cgsnet.org
Association for Master’s and Ph.D.-  granting Deans and programs in the U.S., with 

national and regional meetings, initiatives; focuses on academic affairs, admissions, and 
some professional development issues; Projects, Practices, Reports, and some grants. Exam-
ples: Investigating Challenges to Matriculation and Completion for Underrepresented 
STEM Graduate Students during the  COVID-  19 pandemic ( in progress, partnership with 
Council for Opportunity in Education ( COE) and the Council of Historically Black Grad-
uate Schools ( CHBGS), funded by the National Science Foundation’s Rapid Response 
Research ( RAPID) program: https:// cgsnet.org/  investigating-    challenges-    matriculation-  
  and-    completion-    underrepresented-    stem-    graduate-    students-  during). The CGS’ PhD Com-
pletion Project provided seed funds for programs like mentoring, dissertation workshops, 
and support groups, http:// www.phdcompletion.org/;  2020–  2021 project with JED foun-
dation on Graduate Student Mental Health and  Well-  Being ( report 2021), https:// cgsnet.
org/  graduate-    student-    mental-    health-    and-    well-    being-  0
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Council of Historically Black Graduate Schools ( CHBGS) http:// www.chbgs.org
From their website: “ assists member organizations in increasing enrollment, retention, and 

graduation of  African-  American students in graduate programs and to prepare them to become 
future faculty and leaders” ( http:// www.chbgs.org).

Law Schools:

• American Association of Law Schools ( AALS), Section on Student Services, 
https:// www.aals.org/ sections/ list/  student-  services/

• National Association of Law Student Affairs Professionals ( NALSAP), 
https:// www.nalsap.org

National Associations of Schools of Art and Design ( NASAD) https:// nasad. 
arts-  accredit.org/

Mainly concerned with accreditation, admissions, and standards; no formal SA network 
apparent, but informal networks may exist.

National Associations of Schools of Music ( NASM) https:// nasm. arts-  accredit.org/
Mainly concerned with accreditation and standards; no SA network apparent.

National Association of Schools of Theater ( NAST) https:// nast. arts-  accredit.org/
Mainly concerned with accreditation and standards; no SA network apparent.

National Institutes of Health https:// www.training.nih.gov/ programs
Training grants, funding, policies, and programs for  post-  baccalaureate, doctoral, and 

postdoctoral trainees and program administrators. See also Enhancing the Diversity of the 
 NIH-  Funded Workforce, also known as the Diversity Program Consortium: https:// www.
nigms.nih.gov/ training/ dpc

National Science Foundation, Division of Graduate Education ( DGE) https:// 
www.nsf.gov/ div/ index.jsp?div=DGE

Fellowships and funding, policies, diversity, and initiatives for graduate students and 
programs and for faculty and administrators.

G&P FUNCTIONAL GROUPS & CONFERENCES

Listed in alphabetical order:

Administrators in Graduate & Professional Student Services ( AGAPSS), a Knowl-
edge Community ( KC) of NASPA: Student Affairs Administrators in Higher 
Education. https:// www.naspa.org/  constituent-  groups/ kcs/  administrators-    in- 
    graduate-    and-    professional-    student-  services

Network for graduate and professional school administrators and student affairs pro-
fessionals serving graduate students; meetings, conferences, webinars, website, networking, 
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newsletters, and sharing of promising practices for graduate student services and support. 
You can elect to join this KC within your NASPA member profile.

Commission for Graduate and Professional School Affairs of American College 
Personnel Association ( ACPA), a Student Affairs professional association. http:// 
www.myacpa.org/ comm/ graduate/

Like AGAPSS in NASPA, an ACPA network for graduate and professional school adminis-
trators and student affairs professionals serving graduate students; meetings, conferences, web 
information, networking, and sharing of promising practices for grad student services and sup-
port. Occasionally collaborates with AGAPSS on projects. Some G&P professionals are active 
in both AGAPSS and CGPSA.

Consortium on Graduate Communication https:// www.gradconsortium.org/
From their website: “ An international association whose members provide professional 

development in written, oral, and multimodal communication to students before and during 
their (  post-  ) graduate academic and professional programs.”

Graduate Career Consortium ( GCC) https:// gradcareerconsortium.org/
An international voice for  graduate-  level career and professional development leaders; multiple 

resources, committees, tools, and ongoing projects, including GCC member institutions’ grad-
uate career outcomes database ( https:// doi.org/ 10.17605/ OSF.IO/ 28DN6); Carpe Careers 
( https:// www.insidehighered.com/  career-  advice/  carpe-  careers), a  member-  generated weekly ca-
reer advice column in Inside Higher Education; and ImaginePhD ( https:// www.imaginephd.
com), a career exploration and planning tool for graduate students and postdoctoral scholars study-
ing humanities and social sciences fields, which was developed and launched by GCC members.

Graduate Student Success and Wellness Conference (  2018-  present).
Conference organized by Virginia Tech with UNC Charlotte and Appalachian State 

annually in May/ June.
https:// graduateschool.vt.edu/  calendar-    and-  events/ conferences.html
https:// graduateschool.uncc.edu/ news/  success-    and-    wellness-    conference-  

  set-    may-    6-  7

NAGAP, The Association for Graduate Enrollment Management https:// nagap.org/
Organization for graduate enrollment management professionals, research reports, and 

some grants.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS WITH G&P SECTIONS

Listed in alphabetical order:

 ACUHO-  I, The Association of College and University Housing Officers. 
https:// www. acuho-  i.org/

Has online communities for members; may be a family or  grad-  prof housing group.
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ACUI, Advancing Campus Community https:// www.acui.org/
Representing campus centers or student union facilities and related student activities 

programs; 22 Communities, none currently focused on graduate student centers or grad life 
programming.

International Writing Center Association ( IWCA) https:// writingcenters.org/
Includes members who direct Graduate Writing Centers/ Labs and who hire and train 

Graduate Writing Tutors. Also publishes the Writing Center Journal https:// writingcenters.
org/  writing-    center-  journal/

NACADA: The Global Community for Academic Advising https:// nacada.ksu.
edu/

For academic advisors, with specialty group for graduate and professional student 
advisors.

National Association for Campus Activities ( NACA) https:// www.naca.
org/ Pages/ default.aspx

For campus student life activities and staff and connections with entertainment and 
vendors. Has online member communities, but only members can see list of communities.

NAFSA: Association of International Educators http:// nafsa.org
Has Member Interest Groups ( MIGs) and Knowledge Communities ( KCs), but none spe-

cifically focused on G&P students or services.

National Association of Graduate and Professional Students ( NAGPS) http:// 
nagps.org/

 Student-  run advocacy and networking organization. Many campus G&P student gov-
ernments are members.

National Orientation Directors Association ( NODA), for Orientation, Transi-
tion and Retention ( OTR) Professionals https:// www.nodaweb.org/

Mainly focused on serving  first-  year undergraduates, but welcomes presentations and 
research on G&P orientation and transitions. Twelve NODA networks: the “ Graduate Stu-
dent Network” is for members who are graduate students in higher education/ student affairs 
preparation programs; currently no network for those staff serving graduate students in 
transition.

National Postdoctoral Association https:// www.nationalpostdoc.org/
For postdoctoral scholars and staff who serve them; at many universities, postdoctoral 

scholars and G&P services, like career services or teacher training, may be comingled. From 
their website: “ At the individual, organizational, and national levels, we facilitate en-
hanced professional growth, raise awareness, and collaborate with stakeholders in the post-
doctoral community.”
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National Resource Center for the First Year Experience and Students in Tran-
sition ( NRCFYE) https:// sc.edu/ about/ offices_and_divisions/ national_re-
source_center/ index.php

Like NODA, focused mainly on first year undergraduate college students, but did pub-
lish guide to graduate student orientation ( Tokuno, 2008); listservs includes a  Grad-  List 
for graduate orientation/ transitions: not very active, but G&P SA professionals could use 
and activate it.

The Leadership Alliance, https:// theleadershipalliance.org/
From their website: “ National consortium of major U.S. higher education institutions, 

and private industry promoting cultural diversity and developing underrepresented students 
as leaders in academia, the public, and the private sector.”

GRADUATE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM 
CLASSIFICATIONS:

Indiana University Center for Postsecondary Research. ( n.d.). [ 1970-  present.] 
The Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. Author. https:// 
carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/

For classifying higher education institutions based on types of students educated, degree 
programs, and research; most G&P students are enrolled at masters and doctoral universi-
ties, including new classification of doctoral/ professional practice.

STANDARDS FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL 
STUDENT PROGRAMS AND SERVICES:

Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education. ( 2019). Stan-
dards for graduate and professional student programs and services [Revised 2017]. CAS 
professional standards for higher education ( 10th ed.). Author. www.cas.edu

First G&P student programs standard was created as Standard #24 in the 2009 edition 
through collaboration with AGAPSS authors; could be reviewed and revised in the coming 
years.


